I WANT...

BIKES

CARS

CHICKS

FAIRY CASTLE
FARM

IDEA FACTORY

MOLD-A-RAMA

NUMBERS IN NATURE
I WANT...

PLANE

SHIP

SPACE

SWISS JOLLY BALL
TORNADO

TRAIN

U-505

YOU! THE EXPERIENCE
I NEED...

BATHROOM

QUIET

FOOD

DRINK
I FEEL...

HAPPY  SAD

SCARED  SLEEPY
EXCITED

ANGRY

BORED

SICK
ACTIONS

SIT

STAND

WALK

WAIT
TIME OUT

DON’T WORRY

HELP

NO RUNNING
I'M HERE WITH...

PARENT
GRANDPARENT
SCHOOL GROUP
NANNY
OTHER ADULT
The Museum of Science and Industry’s mission is to inspire the inventive genius in everyone.

This Communication Book is suitable for scientists of all abilities.

For more information, please email contact@msichicago.org